The Meanings of “Heffa” And
“Choch” In Different Contexts
Slang words are more in use than ever before. Because the
use of the internet has globalized the world. Now it is very
easy to know new things. Similarly, there are the words “heffa”
and “choch” that are slang but they differ in meaning in
different contexts. In easy words, their meaning depends on
the context. Further, in this article, they are explained
thoroughly.
First of all start with the word “heffa”.

Meaning of the word “heffa”:
The word “Heffa” is a term that is used to insult someone. It is
used specifically for an obese lady. Moreover “heffa” is also
spelled as “heffer”.
This word is also frequently used by considerably thinner
people, either men or women, who feel compelled to attack
someone who has more body fat than they do.
While the word “heffer” is generally connected with being
overweight, it is also associated with acting as a true witch.
So, the use of the word “heffa” can be understood from the
following examples:

She used to be heffa once but now her look is stupendous.
They insulted her in front of her friends when they called her
heffa.
He called her heffa and that made her angry.

Origin of “heffa”:
Heffa, like [heffer], [hefer], and [hefa], is a colloquial spelling
and lazy pronunciation of the word [heifer]. A heifer is simply a
female cow that hasn’t given birth yet.
“Heifer” was first used as a disparaging name for women in
1835, and in the early 2000s, “heffer” was established as a
phonetic spelling of the original term.
Basically “Heifer” is used for a cow. It is a common female
insult to indicate that another lady is big and ugly, like a cow.
It’s a show of disrespect, and it could not even be in response
to the target’s physical appearance or anything she did.

When “Heffa” get into usage:
Jimbob was an Urban Dictionary user. He was the first person
to post an online explanation of the slang term in February
2003.
It was popular at the start of the twenty-first century, but
popularity waned after the 2010s due to backlash over
fat-shaming and anti-woman hate speech.

Due to the overwhelming reaction against body shaming
“heffa” word got vanished and such words were no more in
usage. One thing to note is that its usage as a derogatory and
disrespectful term was discouraged.
Other versions of the term, such as “heifer” and “heffa,” are in
the same boat, and “heifer” is still mostly associated with
cattle.
As a result, the user is no longer as obvious as it was a
decade ago.

Choch:
Choch is another slang word. Its meaning also depends on
the context. As it is understood fact that the context in which
a word is used plays an important role in determining its
meaning. So is the case with choch.

Meanings of “choch” in different context:
Choch is a derogatory label that takes on several meanings
depending on the context and verbal emphasis it receives, as
mentioned before.
It is used for the jerk, idiot, douchebag.
Besides, a choch is a male with spiked hair (blonde or
bleached blonde), a false tan, and fake jewelry, and is

associated with a douche bag. To put it another way, a choch
is a complete ruse.
That’s a word similar to douche or faggot. One who believes
he is the shit, yet is invariably a shit. Can be made into verbs
or adjectives, for example. Chocked is a verb that means “to
be choking.”
It’s not as bad as [dork], [geek], [douche], or [fagmo], for
example. Some spell it chotch, although choch is more useful
because it may be spelled in a variety of ways: [chooch],
[chich], [chinch].
When someone says in a serious tone, “Dude, you’re such a
choch,” it might be considered a serious insult. However, one
might remark, What up, choch? in a humorous manner.

More explanations of this word are:
College students that are super cool and fill bars to the brim.
They all wear the same clothing, have the same haircut, talk
the same way, and have the same superior attitude.
Guys that believe they are cool but aren’t, but aren’t scared to
kick your ass to prove it.
Any group of men can be summed up in a single word.
Anyone who genuinely thinks they’re cool.

Choched,chochy, andchoching are all verb or adjective
derivatives of the choch.
To pen it off, “heffa” and “coch” are two slang words. Both are
used in derogatory terms, mostly.
“Heffa” is derived from the word “heifer” which means a cow.
So, this word is used to insult or disrespect a lady who is big,
fat, or ugly. She cannot be fat or big in real physical
appearance but the purpose of using this word for her is just
to insult her or make her feel bad.
On the other hand, “choch” means jerk, idiot, stupid, and
douchebag. Moreover, its meaning depends on the tone of the
user and the context in which it is used. When someone uses
“choch” in a serious tone then it’s an insult. But when it is
used humorously, it might be just a remark.
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